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Predator

An account of the life and crimes of psychopath Mac Smith that describes how Seattle police, eager
to make an arrest in the murders of the city's women, arrested the wrong man for Smith's crimes.
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I am a fan of thrillers and suspense books. Books such as this go far in proving that real life events
can be far more terrifying than anything we read in fiction. Any fan of real life crime, criminal
psychology or of books about our criminal /judicial system really need to read this book.There are
two aspects to this story...more if you want to start considering the many rape victims left in Mac
Smith's wake. The first aspect is Mac Smith himself. The story goes very far in explaining how
personalities such as Mac Smith's are formed. Jack Olsen portrays Mac as a well-rounded
individual, even a likeable person. Yet, Mac is truly twisted and sick. Extremely manipulative. It is
frightening to know that this person could be out on the streets in another 4 years...Then there is the
story of Steve Titus. This is, perhaps, the most frightening part of the whole story. It really makes
you wonder how often innocent people are convicted of another's crimes. This man suffered for 8
months...through his arrest which he jokingly thought was all a mistake, a trial, a conviction, and
finally numerous postponements of his sentencing before his innocence was finally proven with the
assistance of a news reporter. His life was destroyed....he lost his job and eventually the woman he
loved.This book is a truly compelling read. I read it in one day of nonstop reading. After reading this
book, the next time you hear someone in jail profess their innocence, you will hesitate before you
sneer and say, "Yeah...that's what they all say..."

I'd expected the book to be good, but it was excellent. I highly recomend it to all true crime fans. The
book gave just enough background, just enough of the trials, just enough opinions etc. It was very
informative and such a compelling read. I was already familiar with the wrongful conviction of Steve
Titus, and found Olsen's account to be quite accurate and compassionate.

If you are a fan of True Crime, then get your hands on this book. Jack Olsen is one of the best True
Crime writers around. Not only will this book keep you on the edge of your seat, but it will also
enrage you at the injustice put upon one man. I highly recommend this book.

Note-McDonald Smith is NOT the subjects true name.I was unable to find out real name.Macdonald
Smith-rapist-pervert-con man.Steve Titus-arrested for Smiths crime.Paul Henderson-news paper
reporter from the old school."This can not be happening to me. It is a night mareand soon I will wake
up. How can they believe thosestorys about me? They have all the facts/evidencewrong. Thank
GOD it will all be over soon." Mr. Titus stand up. Judge- "Mr. Titus you havebeen found
GUILTY"*****Steve's night mare was just starting. Mac Smith rapedprobably 50 women in his life
time. He was a pervertand a truly dangerous predator. Steve Titus diedbecause of him. Steve Titus
was cleared because of PaulHenderson.This is another great book by true crime writer JackOlsen.
Such a great author. Such a SAD story.Please read this book and find out if Macdonald SmithPAID
FOR HIS CRIMES. See if the police department paid for their sloppy work.All I can tell you is that no
one lived happily everafter.bbp--retired -civie police employee---60's okc ok

This was a case of police creating evidence to fit crimes. As I first began to read Predator, I thought
it was going to be a shallow account of mistaken identity, but as I got further into it, I was totally
caught up in it. How sad that in the police's efforts to clean up a case, a man's life was ruined.
Nothing can make up for the railroading of Steven Titus and how it ultimately affected his life and
death. Jack Olsen succeeds in delving into the case and all the personalities involved. This is an
excellent book.

I first read this book many years ago and the feelings of rage and injustice are still very sharp. My
late father was an Army MP and then a deputy sheriff and I remember how my world was turned
upside down by what happened to poor Steve Titus. And of course I always felt that the cops should
have been punished somehow. Not just for what they did to him but because of all the women who
landed in the crosshairs of a serial rapist who went undisturbed by a real investigation. Whenever I

hear people gossiping about the justice system and how we coddle criminals and how lawyers are
morally as corrupt as their clients, I always ask, " Do you remember the Predator case?" To date,
nobody I've ever asked has ever heard of it. When I tell them, they tell me it's not true, or that Titus
must have done SOMETHING!! Some will question me about being related to a victim, or being one
of the attorneys. For the record, I work in a warehouse and I don't know anyone in the book. This
book was the first in the genre I ever read, and got me hooked on true crime. I recommend it to
everyone, especially as a first attempt at non-fiction. I also recommend 'All sHe Ever Wanted' by
Aphrodite Jones (it's the book that was made into the movie 'Boys Don't Cry" with Hilary Swank;
and 'The Michigan Murders' whose author I don't recall.
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